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SCHOOL HOLIDAY FUN
Last school holidays around 50 kids joined in on some fun Gymnastics circuits conducted by Eureka Gymnastics at
Coltman Plaza Lucas. Thanks to everyone who signed up and came along. Next school holidays we have free basketball
clinics run by the Ballarat Miners and Rush players watch out on our social media at Lucas Ballarat on Facebook
and Instagram for more on these upcoming school holiday sessions.

OPEN DAY at Lucas Kindergarten

The team at Lucas would like to invite you to our Open Day!
Friday 21st May from 3pm – 5pm. 17 Coltman Plaza Lucas
Here at Lucas Kindergarten, we are a welcoming team of Early Childhood Teachers and Educators.
We pride ourselves in providing high quality education and care for children, and support for the families
of our community. Looking forward to meeting you all there!
Kaitlin Neil YMCA Lucas Kindergarten – Centre Director

The sessions we have to offer for 2022:
Barribins 4yo
Monday and Tuesday 9.00am – 2.30pm &
Thursday 9.00am – 1.00pm (Bush Kinder)
Tulum 4yo
Monday and Tuesday 8.30am – 4.00pm
Kadak 4yo
Wednesday and Thursday 8.30am – 4.00pm
Dijrrm 3yo
Wednesday 9.00am – 2.00pm
Kunawarra 3yo
Friday 9.00am – 2.00pm
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COMMUNITY GARDEN NEWS

Winter is almost here and the garden is feeling it. Some Winter vegetables are in (a little late but let’s
hope for the best), herbs are doing ok, but Summer vegetables have done their dash. Winter is the time to
prepare the garden for next Spring. To fix boxes, mulch and top up soil or grow green cover crops to help
revitalise the soil and to get planning what to grow for the next season.

Winter Working Bee
To prep the Lucas Community Garden for next Spring
we’re having a Winter Working Bee.
We’ll be aiming to repaint the tops of boxes, fix the plastic
linings, top up soil and mulch, and make sure trellises are up
to scratch for peas and broad beans. Many hands make light
work so we’d love to see you come along!
Sunday June 6th 10.30am
What to bring- warm clothing, a drink bottle and snack, a spare
paintbrush and tin/container if you have one (not essential!).
We’re still working on securing funding, so any donations
towards supplies will be gratefully accepted.

Garden Club Sessions
Tuesday garden club sessions have been running at the
garden and are now at the new time of 3:30-5:00pm. The
perfect family after school activity!
Come along to say hello, lend a hand in the garden, join in any
planned garden activities or just explore what’s growing. All
ages and abilities welcome.
Sessions will continue through Winter each week, weather
permitting.
We would also like to begin some regular weekend sessions
for those who work full time. If you’re interested in joining in or
leading some gardening sessions please get in touch.

We need your help!
We’re also after ongoing support for the garden as we aim
to expand the site. If you’ve been considering getting more

involved in and giving back to your community getting involved
with the garden is a great way to do it, no gardening skills
necessary! We need committee members to help with running
the garden and regular volunteers who are keen to take on
rostered roles such as watering, building & maintenance, or
running garden club sessions.
Being on the committee involves monthly meetings and being
part of planning and decision making for the garden, including
but not limited to fundraising, grant writing, event organisation,
marketing and design, and volunteer coordination, and
involvement in and organisation of specific projects. But no
one person needs to do all the tasks! If you have skills in any
one of these areas that could be helpful we would love to hear
from you.
The community garden will be such an asset to Lucas and
beyond if we get a good team involved.

Stay up to date!
Are you connected with us on Facebook (Lucas Community
Garden) or Instagram (@lucascommunitygarden)?
You can find us on both platforms and following along is
the best way to stay up to date with what’s happening in
the garden- volunteer opportunities, event changes and
information on what’s growing and how to use it.

GET IN TOUCH
lucascommunitygarden@gmail.com

LUCASCOMMUNITYGARDEN
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LUCAS GARDEN DAY
The Lucas Garden day on Friday 19th March was a fun day for the community to get together
and celebrate all things gardens. A collaboration between Integra and Ballarat Neighbourhood
Houses the event looked to explore the many ways you can attract bird and wildlife to the
suburban garden.
A big thanks to all of the groups that were involved.
Ballarat Neighbourhood Centre, Wendouree
Neighbourhood Centre, Ballarat Regional Industries,
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Food Van, Lucas
Community Garden, Alfredton Rotary Club, The Paella
Guy, Corangamite Catchment Management Authority,
Wilsons Fruit & Vegetables,
Furals, Gardens for Wildlife Ballarat, Birdsong Nursery
& Gardens, Macey Cheesman, Ballarat Veterinary
Practice, Department of Justice, Ballarat Community
Health, Bunnings Delacombe.
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LUCAS PRIMARY SCHOOL
It’s been a positive start to the year at Lucas Primary School. Back in February we were pleased to welcome 55 enthusiastic
preps into our school and six new staff. We currently have an enrolment of 160 students which includes 3 prep classes, 3
grade 1/2 classes, one grade 3/4 and one 5/6.
The school features state of the art facilities including two learning community buildings where classrooms are located, a
Performing Arts and Physical Education facility (PAPE), a Specialist Pavilion for Visual Arts and STEM and an
administration building.

Our vision is to empower all students to achieve their best, promoting high quality learning and teaching and excellence in all
areas. We provide an engaging and challenging curriculum that caters for the needs of all learners within a positive, inclusive
and supportive learning community. Our aim is for all students to develop the knowledge, skills and attributes to achieve
success in learning and life. Our staff are enthusiastic, supportive and committed to providing the best for all our students.
We value and promote strong home-school partnerships and connections with the wider community. Together we can achieve
great things!
If you would like to know more about Lucas Primary School, please refer to our website at
www.lucasps.vic.edu.au or contact the school on 5338 5000 or lucas.ps@education.vic.gov.au.
Enrolments for 2022 are now being taken.
Places for Prep are filling fast.
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HONOURED IN LUCAS
Coltman Plaza Lucas, named in honour of Major Charles Stanley
Coltman and his older brother Sergeant Percy Edgar Coltman

left to right: Barrie, George, Steven, Michelle, Vicki, Danielle Coltman - Imagrey by Matt Dunne

Major Charles Stanley Coltman and Private Percy Edgar
Coltman were both educated at Macarthur Street State
School and Grenville College in Ballarat. The brothers
had moved to Sydney to further their careers when they
enlisted for service. Charles in August 1914 and Percy in
February 1915.
Charles, studied electrical engineering and was for some
time attached to the Ballarat Electric Supply Co. Charles
was a widower, his wife died shortly after their marriage.
Charles served in the Boer War and also served with great
distinction with the 4th Battalion at Gallipoli, being awarded
a Military Cross for his gallantry at Lone Pine.

Charles sent cable message to his parents in Ballarat
stating he was in Egypt resting and very well, however,
he became ill with pneumonia, and it proved fatal. Charles
died on 6th January 1916, aged 38. He is buried in the
Cairo War Memorial Cemetery. Major Charles Stanley
Coltman’s World War One service is recognised in the
Ballarat Avenue of Honour – tree 1357.
Percy, in his early youth, was an employee of the City
of Melbourne Bank. From Ballarat, he went to Africa
to take up a responsible position in the Standard Bank,
Johannesburg. Percy saw action for a short time at
Gallipoli serving with the 22nd Battalion.
After a period of absence without leave, and a subsequent
Court Martial, Percy went on to serve in France where he
was killed at Pozieres on August 5th 1916. The fighting there
was so fierce that Pozieres Ridge was described by historian
Charles Bean as “more densely sown with Australian sacrifice
than any other place on earth”. Percy was 44 years of age
and left behind his wife Ellen and a young family.
Percy has no known grave and is commemorated on the
Australian National Memorial at Villers-Bretonneux in
France. Sergeant Percy Edgar Coltman’s World War One
service is recognised in the Ballarat Avenue of Honour – tree
1359. The Coltman brothers are also commemorated on the
Macarthur Street State School Honour Board.
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On the 11th of May the official launch of the Honoured in Lucas exhibition
took place at Coltman Plaza Lucas with around 70 people attending to view the
unveiling of a new plaque to honour soldiers Major Charles Coltman and Sergeant Percy
Coltman after whom Coltman Plaza shopping centre is named.
During the Ballarat Heritage Festival you can view the
exhibition where the names and stories of the Lucas Girls
and the Soldiers of the Avenue are being brought to life. The
exhibition is a collaboration between Coltman Plaza Lucas,
Integra and the Arch of Victory/Avenue of Honour Committee.
The Ballarat suburb of Lucas was named after the ‘Lucas
Girls’ who played such a vital role in creating two of Ballarat’s
most distinguished historical landmarks - The nationally
renowned Avenue of Honour and the Arch of Victory, paying
tribute to the 3,801 local men and nurses who enlisted in
the First World War. The names and the stories of some of
those soldiers have been memorialised by Integra in the

Lucas Commemorative Naming Project in which every street
in Lucas has been named after a soldier who gave his life in
the First World War. One exception to this is Eleanor Drive
the main thoroughfare named to honour Eleanor Lucas who
founded E. Lucas & Co. in 1888. The business was home
to 500 employees known as the ‘Lucas Girls’ who, under
Managing Director Edward Price, substantially planned,
paid for and planted the Avenue of Honour now the longest
commemorative avenue in Australia. They went on to raise
money to build an arch to serve as an entrance to the Avenue
of Honour, the Arch of Victory, a landmark that has become
one of the more recognised and iconic images of Ballarat.

You can visit the exhibition at Coltman Plaza Lucas (6 Coltman Plaza)
from the 7th of May to the 30th of May 2021.

Cpl George Coltman addresses guests at the launch

left to right: President of the Lucas Past Employees Association Lynette Singleton, Joan Benton, Barbara Healey

Siena Catholic Primary School student placing a Poppy

Avenue Of Honour/Arch Of Victory Committee President Garry Snowden

Did you know: that the suburb of Lucas is named after the Lucas Girls?
And that each street in Lucas (except one) is named after a soldier who lost his life in the First World War.
The one exception is Eleanor Drive named after Eleanor Lucas the founder of the Lucas Factory.
Throughout the month of May you can read about some of the stories behind the naming project in Coltman Plaza
Lucas in an exhibition running as part of The Ballarat Heritage Festival. You can also make a donation at a local retailer
for a poppy and you can add it to the display honoring the soldiers.
Imagrey by Matt Dunne
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27,000 SANDWICHES FOR HUNGRY KIDS
ALFREDTON ROTARY

It was fantastic to meet so many other locals at the Lucas
Garden Day and we look forward to meeting many more. We
invite everyone to join us to celebrate World Environment
Day on June 5 at Mullawallah Rotary Park. We will announce
and present prizes to the Environmental Challenge winners.
Hopefully we will all hear some fantastic ideas to help
our environment!
Take the opportunity to be a part of the park’s development by
planting a tree or helping to maintain those that have already
been planted. (Bring gardening gloves/trowel if you have them
to help with weeding around the trees).
This will also be a chance for the community to have an input
into the next 15 to 20 year plans for Mullawallah Rotary
Park area.
OTHER THINGS WE’VE BEEN UP TO SINCE THE LUCAS
GARDEN DAY.
Support for homeless and at-risk people
We were thrilled to see our support for Uniting’s Breezeway
Meals and Emergency Relief Centre finally to fruition, with
the opening of the new facilities. Our Pick My Project grant of
$180,000 helped get the project started, and with generous
support from other local organisations and businesses, a
fabulous resource has been developed to assist those most in
need, in our community.
Medical and School Equipment
We arranged for a container of medical equipment to be sent
to support Sidinda Health Clinic Inc, an Australian not-for-profit
providing ongoing medical and educational support to the
people of Sidinda in rural Zimbabwe. The next container to be
sent will contain school supplies, so any donations of school

stationery items, pens, pencils, rulers, erasers, glue sticks,
soccer balls and netballs, word and number games, textbooks,
sewing thread, buttons, sewing needles, knitting wool and
knitting needles, school shoes, socks, runners, reading glasses,
school shoes, socks, runners, bras, undies (new), or blankets
would be gratefully received.
Eatup – 27,000 Sandwiches for Hungry Kids
We delivered our 27,000th sandwich to local Primary schools
so that kids don’t need to try to think on an empty tummy. The
majority of those have been made by Year 7 and 8 students
at Ballarat Grammar, volunteering after school. The program
was initiated by Alfredton Rotary in 2016 and has continued
and grown, since then. To create and deliver those sandwiches,
we have had the wonderful support of Woolworths, Caine
Property, Natures Cargo and Eatup Australia, in addition to the
students and staff at Grammar.
Fundraising
And we have had a few Bunnings BBQs and marshalled at
some local events to raise funds to support our projects.
We are always keen to meet new prospective members,
so if you are interested in any of the projects mentioned,
or have other ideas, message us on Facebook or email
alfredtonrotary@hotmail.com.
We would love to hear from you.

CONTACT

alfredtonrotary@hotmail.com
or via Facebook
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DANCING WITH OUR STARS
After having to cancel Dancing with our Stars last year due to COVID-19, we were thrilled to
be able to bring the event back to Civic Hall on March 20 and live-stream
it into local households. Ten well-known local identities participated as ‘Stars’ by
obtaining sponsors, fundraising a minimum of $5,000 and performing a dance
with a professional dance partner on the night.
The 2021 Dancing with our Stars team included:

• Tim Bone - Sponsored by Stockland Wendouree
• Daniel Nestor – Sponsored by
McGrath Ballarat & realestate.com.au

• Taite Radley – Sponsored by Sweaty AF Gym
• Rob Croucher – Sponsored by SMUK
•
•
•
•
•
•

Property Styling
Kevin Vanderkley – Sponsored by Hearty Homes
Rochelle Kirkham – Sponsored by JK Personnel
Paula Nicholson – Sponsored by Gull & Co
Danielle Coltman – Sponsored by ABC Homes
Alicia Wang Sheludko –
Sponsored by Sovereign Radiology
Anita Godfrey – Sponsored by BGT

wowed the audience both in the Civic Hall and via virtual
watch parties. Their performances were judged by Abbey Ross,
Constance Coward Lemke and Mark Nunn.
Total funds raised - $104,184
Dancing with our Stars Champion – Danielle Coltman
Judge’s Choice – Rochelle Kirkham and Robert Powell
People’s Choice – Danielle Coltman and Adrian Messiri
The Ballarat Foundation would like to thank our Stars,
Dancers, Shelley and the whole Ballarat community who
supported this event and made it a success.

Shelley Ross, the owner of The Dance Studio in Ballarat,
donated hundreds of hours to teach our Stars how to dance.
Each Star was paired with an experienced dancer, was given
a style of dance, and was then provided with three or more
lessons each week for ten weeks.
All of their hard work culminated in a fabulous night hosted by
Josh Arthur and Tabitha Rickard. Our Stars and their partners

Search for The Lucas Chronicle group on facebook
to find these stories and more!
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There is a never ending list of reasons why someone may
choose to make home their base for their business. Some
don’t need a bricks and mortar shopfront to run their service
based business or online business. Some need the flexibility
to be able to care for kids or family members while working
and some just find the only way to run their business is from
home, it might just make sense!
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PRETTY LITTLE LABELS BY KRISTY
Pretty Little Labels by Kristy is a little hobby turned into
business. I am a mum to two boys under two, I have always
had a love for creating and designing things. Falling pregnant
during covid and not being able to return to work inspired me
to get creative, then I wanted to share that with other people.
It all started with my family height charts, and then kept
going from there. I am so grateful for the local support so far.
We really have such a supporting and generous community
around us.

CONTACT

@facebook.com/prettylittlelablsbykristy

Whatever the reason we thought we would shine a light on
some home based local Lucas businesses who offer some
pretty amazing products and services.

WATTLE THREADS
Hello, my name’s Sophie! I’m a sewing enthusiast and new
mum living in Lucas. Last year I started a small business called
“Wattle Threads” to sell my handmade natural lavender
scented heat packs and eye pillows. They’re made using
botanical themed cotton fabric, rice and locally sourced dried
lavender. The heat packs come in three different sizes and help
to ease aches, pains and stiffness. The lavender scent also
creates a wonderful sense of relaxation.

CONTACT

www.wattlethreads.etsy.com
wattle_threads@outlook.com
@instagram.com/wattle_threads

OLI-CHI PRODUCTS
With a passion for providing exceptional products, Oli-Chi
offer 100% Natural Soy Wax Candles & Premium Base Reed
Diffusers all of which are scented with beautiful fragrance
oils that not only smell amazing, they also adhere to safety
and purity standards. All of our products are poured, labelled
and packaged by hand by us.

CONTACT

@instagram.com/olichiproducts
@facebook.com/olichiproducts
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LUCAS LAWNS

SOJOURN PICTURES

Lucas Lawns began in 2020 after our second child
was born. My background is in landscape design
and horticulture and Tiarne works in admin and management.
After a challenging pregnancy, and throughout the pandemic, it
became a no-brainer for us to have a crack at starting our own
thing at home here in Lucas, doing what we love. Lucas Lawns
provides professional routine lawn care and regular garden
maintenance to the Lucas community and surrounds.

Sonica, an art admirer and a passionate creator has a special
interest in abstract expressionism and textured abstract art.
Her goal is to create affordable quality art which is soul touching and easy on pocket!
Exploring abstract art in terms of form, layers, texture and
shape is what excites Sonica the most. This form clearly
depicts her innermost feelings and emotions. Bright, bold, metallic and vibrant colors are an integral part of her work.

CONTACT

www.lucaslawns.com.au
@facebook.com/lucaslawns3350
@instagram.com/lucas.lawns
Text Mark - 0434 269 776

Most of her works are inspired by nature and travel! Traveling,
hiking and meditating in nature brings endless creativity to her
style of work.
Australian with Indian heritage, Sonica’s journey of learning to
paint began when she was 6, her mum, after noticing the zeal
to draw, color and paint, organized arts lessons for her. These
lessons remained part of her growing up for a very long time.
She is based in Lucas, Ballarat, where she works from her
peaceful home studio. She is very grateful for the opportunities
coming her way.
Mum of two, health and wellbeing enthusiast, nature admirer,
she strongly believes that mind and matter are connected.
She loves what she is creating and if it can bring joy to others,
it will be a fulfilling experience for her.

CONTACT

BALLOON HYPE
Hi, I’m Sharee and I am the owner of Balloon Hype Co
in Ballarat.
Balloon Hype Co is a small business that operates from home.
The idea came about in May 2020 as I was a busy working
mum and I was looking for ways to be able to spend more time
at home with my two young children. I specialise in custom
balloons, balloon garlands, helium balloons and much more.
By buying from Balloon Hype Co you are putting money back
into the community, and also supporting our family and future.
CONTACT

0438 429 077
@instagram.com/balloon_hype
@facebook.com/balloonhype.co

@instagram.com/Sojourn.art
@facebook.com/sojournartdesign
email: sonica_joshi@hotmail.com
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DOUBLE THE FUN

Double the fun in these two new parks that are coming along
nicely in Lucas! Platinum Park Playground is up and Rise
Park scooter track has been painted and looks amazing. Both
parks are still under construction so please keep clear.
Platinum Park has 4 slides, spider web, fireman’s pole, balance pods, three towers, three swings, rocker, monkey bars,
climbing net, balance bridge, wall climber. The Dutch Disk is
on its way from Germany and is a spinning disk 2.5
meters across.

Rise Park has a giant explorer dome, nest swing, rotanet
spinning spire, small trampoline, rotundas, drinking fountain,
concrete ottomans, picnic settings and seating. Rise park is
really take shape and with a whopping 1034 trees and plants
in this park alone it wont take long and it will be a great place
to explore for the kids and adults alike.

Join us at your Local Club
The Ballarat Golf Club

Buy One Main Meal
& Get One FREE
Valid from 24th May 2021 to 7th June, 2021
Bring this voucher in to redeem
Free meal will be the equal or lesser value of the main meal
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THE ADJUSTMENT OF 2020
We like to not look back on 2020 but as we settle into our new
normal it’s hard not to take a moment and see where we were
12 months ago.

Mair Street stores stood up and carried Wilsons through some
incredibly tough circumstances along with many businesses in
a similar situation.

For Wilsons, it was a rapidly moving environment and our way
of thinking shifted dramatically through the changes occurring
throughout the entire chain of the fresh produce/retail world
as we knew it.

Whilst we have been a part of the Lucas community for 7
years the support of the Lucas community has never been
as important as it was in 2020. The respect and patience of
everyone who came in store, emailed an order or phoned
through we are so grateful for. To our team, the resilience
within our team is something worth shining a light on. Having
to hide beautiful smiles and personalities behind masks for
months on end while still providing an essential service to our
community was no easy feat.

From our growers, having to keep a steady supply of their
produce during lockdown periods, the uncertainty of supply/
demand, the ever changing regulations at the Melbourne
market and across the state, our shift to providing a home
delivery service in a matter of days, our staff turning up and
being put in a position never thought imaginable, the planning
into the “what if” scenario and operating two stores safely and
somewhat independently just in case something was to arise.
The list can go on and on, but our team across our Lucas and

So on behalf of everyone at Wilsons we thank our Lucas
community and we look forward to continuing supplying
families and businesses with lovely fresh produce.
v

Located at 11 Coltman Plaza, Lucas
Open 7 days a week
Monday – Friday 8:30am – 6pm
Saturday 8:30am – 5pm
Sunday 9am – 5pm

If you haven’t already heard, the Orchard café
Lucas is now open weekends.
Offering an incredible range of breakfast, morning tea and
lunch options. Best of all, everything sold at the Orchard café
is handmade by the team using only locally sourced
ingredients including;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1816 Bakery
Inglenook dairy
Grounded pleasures
Wilsons fruit and vegetables
Country style smallgoods
Taste Ballarat
Greenhouse Ballarat

•
•
•
•
•
•

Revolution Print
Ballarat Mushroom farm
Sher Wagyu Ballan
Greenvale Lamb
Spring creek organics
Hardy’s smallgoods

So when you’re wondering where to go for breakfast this
weekend think local, think the all new Orchard café Lucas.
Open Monday to Friday 7:30-4
Saturday and Sunday 8-3
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LIFESTYLE LIVING
is your time to thrive

With Australian’s recently experiencing significant fluctuations in the property market, now could be the time for you to consider
downsizing from your high-maintenance family home to a brand-new home in a community that offers a resort-style lifestyle.
For the over 55s, a major contributor to an improvement in lifestyle has been the ability to downsize under the land lease
ownership model, which frees up hundreds and thousands of dollars in equity trapped in the family home and gives downsizers
more time to thrive.
Ingenia Lifestyle Parkside’s Project Sales Manager’s Kalila Morley and Karen Eaton said their clients have spent a lifetime
working hard, raising a family and paying off the mortgage and they’re now putting themselves first and starting to do more of
what they love.
“Ingenia Lifestyle’s unique land lease ownership model is allowing residents to experience lifestyle living with a
financial difference. Downsizers can purchase a brand-new home without needing to pay stamp duty or community entry fees.”
“They can also be comfortable knowing they
will not incur DMF or exit fees and they will
retain any capital gains when they sell their
property.”
“The model gives residents the lifestyle
freedom they crave, giving the time and
financial confidence to kick start their travel
dreams, start a new hobby, and grow their
social networks within the community.”
Along with owning a brand-new home,
residents often experience a less stressful
lifestyle with less clutter and fewer home
maintenance tasks, along with a decrease
in the utility bills. If you’re looking for more
financial freedom and choice to live life the way
you want in a vibrant
new environment.
Contact us today or RSVP for our next information session at
10am on 21 May. For more information

CONTACT

call - 5303 0584
www.liveinlucas.com.au

List your property with Ballarat’s
trusted property management experts

0412 715 922 | propertymgmt.integragroup.com.au
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KEEPING OLDER PETS HAPPY
Just like people, our older pets have special needs. The once
bouncy puppy now leads a quieter life and perhaps is not as
outgoing as they once were. But how do you decide if your
senior pets’ behavioural changes are due to old age or if there
is an underlying health issue?
With our pets living longer than ever thanks to advancements
in veterinary care, nutrition and husbandry, dementia
(cognitive dysfunction) is a common problem especially in
senior dogs. Some of the symptoms of canine
dementia include:
• Disorientation
• Reduced activity
• Abnormal activity
• Inappropriate toileting
• Vocalisation
• Altered sociability
• Changes in sleeping patterns
However, many behavioural changes attributed to old age
may in fact be caused by an underling medical condition.
Pathological changes or disease such as heart disease, kidney
disease, arthritis or dental disease are common in our older
pets. Keep an eye out for any of the following signs:

With the correct intervention, many of these diseases can
be successfully managed. This is where your veterinarian is
invaluable in helping you to support your pet in their
senior years.
Your veterinarian will work with you to ensure that your pets
underlying medical needs are being addressed whilst also
helping you to give them the appropriate lifestyle support to
keep them living an active, happy and engaged life.
Supporting your pet at this time in their life involves
addressing nutrition, supplements, maintaining a predictable
daily routine and helping them with any toileting issues. With
an age-appropriate diet, regular exercise, weight management,
good dental care, parasite control, regular grooming and
mobility support, ensuring that your pet has a good quality of
life in their twilight years is achievable.
Together with your veterinarian, you can reward your senior
pet with a wonderful life in old age!
This information was supplied by Lucas Veterinary Clinic
9 Merz Street Lucas Ph 5303 9000

• Weight loss or weight gain
• Loss of housetraining
• Difficulty rising, walking or climbing stairs
• Confusion or disorientation
• Persistent cough
• Appearance of lumps or bumps
• Bad breath, plaque, or bleeding gums
• Diarrhoea or vomiting
• Change in sleep patterns
• Ear odours, redness, scratching, or head shaking
• Excessive drinking and/or urination

WHAT MATTERS MOST TO YOU?
If someone you love became unwell and could not
communicate their choices, would you know what matters
to them?
Could you make decisions on their behalf?
Have you thought about what matters to you?
Have you shared your thoughts with anyone?
Let’s have a conversation and explore this together.
Details
Venue:
Ballarat Hospice Care
Address:
1836 Sturt St, Alfredton VIC
Date/Time:
Wednesday May 26, 9:45am-11:30am
Parking:
Front of Ballarat Hospice Care or on
		the street
Registration:
By Monday March 22, 2021 By searching for
		
Ballarat Hospice Care on Eventbrite.

Need more information?
P:
03 5333 1118
E:
admin@ballarathospicecare.org.au

Farmer
Darryl
VISITS LUCAS DISPLAY VILLAGE

Saturday, May 22 from 11am-4pm
Farmer Darryl will be visiting the brand new
Lucas Display Village with his Mobile Animal Farm including 60 plus farm animals!
You can expect incredible hands-on experiences, petting, brushing, feeding and holding the animals.
While you visit there will be some great activities on in the stunning Lucas Display Homes on the day.
There will be a sausage sizzle and coffee van, you can find us on Shortridge Drive Lucas.
Stay tuned for more activities on the day!! This is a free community event brought to you by Integra.
Follow along with the facebook event here...
FARMER DARRYL IN LUCAS

